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Abstract 

This paper presents a new method for stopping the iterative turbo 

decoding. First, a bit-level convergence test using the cross-entropy 

analyses is used to select non converged bits and establish a simple and 

effective stopping rule. Next, an adaptive approach is used to compute 

a scaling factor for normalizing the extrinsic information of the 

previously selected bits. The extra coding gain obtained from this 

normalization can compensate for the performance degradation of the 

stopping rule. The simulation results of the proposed stopping criterion 

show an interesting application in a hybrid automatic repeat request 

systems with turbo coding scheme, where the decoding complexity can 

be fairly reduced. 

Simulation results of the proposed criterion, in comparison with 

previously published stopping rules, were presented for illustrating the 

adaptive termination according to a changing SNR environment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the adoption of advanced channel coding in the physical 

layer of wireless systems such as 3G and 4G mobile systems or 

the WiMAX (802.16), error control protocols are combined with 

forward error correction. Turbo codes [1] have already been 

incorporated in broadband mobile wireless communication 

standards. 

It is well known that turbo codes with iterative decoding can 

achieve near Shannon limit performance. However, this limit is 

achieved in general with a large number of iterations and since, 

the complexity increases linearly with the number of iterations. 

So, if the chosen iteration depth is high, the achieved performance 

is not worth the resulting computational overhead. The 

development of efficient stopping criteria for the iterative process 

have attracted much attention and researches were published to 

decrease this overhead as the works of [2]-[5]. 

Under severely unreliable channel with conventional stopping 

criteria, iterative decoding of turbo codes frequently fails and 

therefore most frames hit the predetermined maximum number of 

iterations, hence such early stopping criterion would not save 

unnecessary computational power and decoding latency. 

In real-time communication, the reliability can be enhanced 

by combining forward error correction codes with automatic 

repeat request (ARQ), known as hybrid-ARQ (HARQ) protocols. 

However, many research efforts will mostly concern about turbo 

decoding combined in HARQ schemes. In many severe 

environments, when codewords are not successfully decoded at 

the receiver, a NAK (Negative Acknowledgement) message is fed 

back to the transmitter for requesting the retransmission. Frequent 

decoding failures imply that the decoder reaches the maximum 

number of iterations many times and consequently most of 

computational power is wasted on failed decoding if a codeword 

is retransmitted many times. 

It is a bit ironical to consume most of power on decoding 

failures, but it is hard to detect bad codewords prior to decoding 

because of the imperfect knowledge on the received signal 

characterization of decoding failure. In this case it is important to 

derive an effective criterion to stop the iterative process, which 

can meet the conventional stopping criterion performance at high 

SNR, as well as to early terminate the iterative decoding at low 

SNR. Meanwhile a HARQ scheme can save the computation 

power and increase the decoder throughput. 

In the literature, numerous early stopping criteria have been 

introduced to reduce complexity and power consumption by 

terminating the decoding process as soon as the intermediate 

decoding result is reliable enough and further improvement is 

unlikely. Some known stopping criteria, such as cross-entropy (CE) 

[3], sign change ratio (SCR) [4], the number of sign difference 

between likelihoods (NSD) [5], hard decision aided (HDA) [4] and 

histogram of the log-likelihood ratio (HLLR) [6], offer a trade-off 

between speed and performance. Although, many of them are 

efficient for solvable frames at high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) 

they fail for the unsolvable ones where already the decoder has no 

capability to decode and further iterations are only a waste of time. 

In addition to, some techniques are constrained by a complete 

iteration to decide whether to terminate the iterative decoding or 

not, so the minimum controllable number of iterations is one. 

In this paper, it is assumed that the decoder may encounter the 

unsolvable situation where there is too little information for the 

decoder to work correctly. In this case, it is important to derive an 

effective criterion to stop the iterative process, so as to prevent 

from unnecessary computations and decoding delay. 

In addition to, a normalization technique is combined with a 

proposed stopping criterion, in order to compensate for the 

performance loss due to early stopping the iterative decoding. So 

the normalization is performed with an adaptive correcting factor 

which adjusts the too optimistic reliability-information in the 

SISO decoder for unreliable channel conditions. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 starts 

with a brief review of the iterative maximum a posteriori decoding 

algorithm in the log domain. The formulations of the cross-

entropy based information measurements and observations are 

introduced in section 3. A description of the proposed stopping 

criterion is given in section 4. In section 5, extensive computer 

simulations were performed to validate the given arguments. 

Finally, the conclusion is drawn in section 6. 

2. ITERATIVE TURBO DECODING 

ALGORITHM

In this section a turbo code is considered, which consists 

basically of two parallel concatenated encoders. Each component 
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is a recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) code. At the 

receiver, an iterative decoder based on the log-MAP algorithm is 

used as shown in Fig.1. 

 

Fig.1. Iterative turbo decoder 

Let u = {uk, 1  k  N} be a data block of length N to be 

transmitted. At the receiver,  1 2, ,
p ps

k k k
y y y  are the systematic and 

two parity symbols respectively, corresponding to uk. These 

symbols are fed to two Soft-Input Soft-Output (SISO) decoders 

(using log-MAP algorithm) to produce the estimates 

 ˆ ˆ ,1ku u k N   . Then, in the ith iteration the first SISO 

decoder receives the channel sequence  1,
ps

c k c k
L y L y  and the a 

priori information 
   ,1 ˆi
a kL u  provided by de-interleaving the 

extrinsic information 
   1,2 ˆi
e kL u


 of the second SISO decoder, 

where L denotes the log-likelihood ratio values. Hence it 

calculates an improved a-posteriori information 
   ,1 ˆi

kL u . After 

that, the second SISO decoder uses the interleaved sequence 

 2,
ps

c k c k
L y L y  and the a priori information 

   ,2 ˆi
a kL u  derived by 

interleaving 
   ,1 ˆi
e kL u , to calculate the a-posteriori information 

   ,2 ˆi
kL u . 

So each SISO decoder delivers two output values 
   , ˆi m

kL u  

and 
   , ˆi m
e kL u , that are the LLR of the information bit ˆku  and 

the extrinsic estimate respectively, where the sign of the LLR 

values gives the hard decision for that symbol and the magnitude 

quantifies the decision certainty. Here m indicates the first or the 

second decoder (m = 1, 2). 

The performance improvement with increasing iterations 

tends to be insignificant as the number of iterations gets large, 

because of the diminishing effect. Consequently researchers are 

motivated to find an appropriate and efficient criterion for 

stopping the iterative process in order to increase the average 

decoder throughput or to reduce the average power consumption. 

It is shown in [3] that: 

 
           ,1 ,1 ,1ˆ ˆ ˆi i is

k c k a k e kL u L y L u L u       (1) 

 
           ,2 ,2 ,2ˆ ˆ ˆi i is

k c k a k e kL u L y L u L u       (2) 

where, 

 
       ,1 1,21ˆ ˆi i
a k e kL u L u

   
 

    (3) 

 
       ,2 ,1ˆ ˆi i
a k e kL u L u  

 
    (4) 

[·], -1[·] denote interleaving and de-interleaving operations 

respectively. 

3. BIT-SELECTION USING CROSS-ENTROPY 

CONVERGENCE TEST IN ITERATIVE 

DECODING 

Suppose that  ˆP u  and  ˆQ u  are two a-posteriori 

distributions of subsequent decoding operations. The cross-

entropy, also known as discrimination information, between 

 ˆP u  and  ˆQ u  is defined as the expectation over  ˆQ u : 

 
 

 
 

 

 ˆ

ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆlog log .

ˆ ˆp
u

P u P u
E P u du

Q u Q u

   
   

   
     (5) 

This gives a measurement of the difference between the two 

distributions. Assuming that the LLRs of the information bits are 

statistically independent after each iteration, it was shown in 

[3],[5],[7] that the cross entropy for bit uk can be approximated as: 

 
   

   

    

,

,

,

ˆ

.
ˆexp

i m
e ki m

k
i m

k

L u
T u

L u


     (6) 

The block (frame) cross entropy is given by, 

 
     

, ,

1
.

Ni m i m
kblock k

T T u


     (7) 

The experience with computer simulations has shown that 

once convergence is achieved, 
 ,i m

block
T  drops by a factor of 10-2 to 

10-4 compared with its initial value 
 1,m

block
T . Thus it is reasonable 

to use it as a stopping rule for iterative decoding: 

 
   , 1,310 .
i m m

block block
T T     (8) 

Note that Eq.(8) essentially compares the averaged 

convergence status of all bits and does not reflect the convergence 

status of individual bits. Another criterion based on the 

convergence status of individual bits is given by [7], 

 T(i,m)(uk) < 10-3T(1,m)(uk).    (9) 

Bits satisfying Eq.(9) are classified as converged and the 

others as non-converged. According to Eq.(9) the information 

estimates at the output can be rewritten as two parts, that is the 

non-converged term û  and the converged term û  where, 

   {j|T(i,m)(uj)  10-3T(1,m)(uj),   1  j  N}    (10) 

and 

   1 .j N       (11) 

4. PARTIAL CROSS-ENTROPY STOPPING 

CRITERION WITH ADAPTIVE 

NORMALIZATION 

However it has been found that the output information of the 

SISO turbo decoder doesn’t correctly predict the a-posteriori 

probability of the hard decision for bad channels [5],[8]. In fact, 

the output information is too optimistic and thus, a correction or 
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scaling for the output LLRs is necessary to improve the 

performance. In Fig.(2), the evolution of the converged and non-

converged parts of the cross-entropy is shown for one SISO 

decoder under bad channel conditions (low Eb/N0 values). 

 

Fig.2. Cross-entropy evolution with iterations of the converged 

and non-converged bits 

This illustration provides a useful insight into the behavior of 

iterative decoding. It can be seen from the figure that the cross-

entropy magnitude of the converged part is negligible in 

comparison with the non-converged part. In addition, the slope of 

this latter is decreasing (monotonic). 

Thus, the convergence rate of iterative decoding is based on 

the non-converged bits, which are determinative in an early 

stopping criterion and a partial scaling is more efficient. 

It is known that once the decoding has converged, the cross-

entropy of the converged bits is assumed negligible compared 

with the cross-entropy of the non-converged bits. Thus the frame 

cross-entropy stopping rule in Eq.(8) is mainly determined by the 

individual cross-entropy of the non-converged bits that is the sum 

in Eq.(7). As a result, the too optimistic LLR of the non-

converged bits is normalized by an adaptive factor to compensate 

the output of SISO decoders. So at each iteration, it is suggested 

to multiply the extrinsic information at the outputs of SISO 

decoders by a normalization factors denoted as 
 ,i m

NSDC : 

          1,1,1 1,21ˆ ˆ
ii i

a j e jNSDL u C L u
    

 
    (12) 

          ,2,2 ,1ˆ ˆ
ii i

a j e jNSDL u C L u  
 

    (13) 

where, j   and    ,1 ˆi
e jL u ,    ,2 ˆi

e jL u ,    ,1 ˆi
a jL u ,    ,2 ˆi

a jL u  

are the normalized versions of    ,1 ˆi
e jL u ,    ,2 ˆi

e jL u ,    ,1 ˆi
a jL u , 

   ,2 ˆi
a jL u  respectively, for the non-converged bits only. 

The normalization factors are calculated from the whole frame 

using the number of sign difference NSD between the extrinsic 

output and the a priori input information sequences at the ith 

iteration. They are given in [5] by, 
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i
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NSD
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However, the stopping rule is modified to focus on the non-

converged bits only. These modifications will enhance the 

stopping criterion to track not only the solvable frames in high 

SNR conditions, but also to early terminate the iterations for the 

unsolvable frames in low SNR conditions, where the decoder fails 

to decode and further iterations are unnecessary. 

The proposed cross-entropy stopping criterion based on the 

non-converged bit-selection is given by, 

 
   , 1,310
i m m

block
T T
      (16) 

where, 

 
     , ,

.
i m i m

jj
T T u 

     (17) 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this section, the simulation results for a BPSK (inter-

symbol interference free) transmission over an AWGN channel, 

with a signal-to-noise ratio expressed by Eb/N0 and ranging from 

-0.25 to 3.5dB, are presented. The simulated turbo decoder 

consists of two RSC codes with generators G1 = 7 and G2 = 5 in 

octal, and an overall code rate of 1/3. A random interleaver is 

used, and the maximum number of iterations the turbo decoder 

can perform is limited to MaxItr = 10 as no significant 

improvement in performance is obtained with further iterations. 

A block of N = 1568 bits is considered and Bk = 1000 blocks are 

transmitted for each value of Eb/N0. 

The performance of the proposed criterion is evaluated in 

terms of the bit error rate BER and the average number of 

iterations as a function of Eb/N0. To investigate the performance 

of the proposed stopping criterion in HARQ systems, Type-I 

HARQ system is used with a maximum number of retransmissions 

per codeword fixed to MaxRq = 4. The performance of the HARQ 

system is evaluated in terms of throughput. Recall that the 

throughput, in a channel coding system, is defined as the average 

number of accepted frames in the time it takes to transmit one 

frame. 

 
 

1

1 1
.

1

Bk

i

Throughput
Bk Rq i




     (18) 

We propose a new measure of the system throughput, 

ThroughputPCE which takes in consideration the average number 

of iterations to decode the received frame, so it is calculated as, 

 

 
1

1
1

1
.

,

Bk

PCE MaxRq
i

j

MaxItr
Throughput

Bk
Itr i j






 


    (19) 

Itr(i,j) is the iteration index of the frame i at the transmission index 

j. The Eq.(19) gives a joint measure of the saved time from 

stopping criteria and the retransmission wasted time, which is 

more accurate and shows the real performance of the system. 
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The number of sign difference NSD between the extrinsic 

output and the a priori input information bits, i.e. the bits the two 

decoders disagree on, is used as a retransmission criterion 

(requesting retransmission), when the iterative process is early 

terminated by the stopping criterion. 

The Fig.3 shows the BER plotted versus Eb/N0 for a log-MAP 

decoder with the number of iterations fixed to ten, in normal 

decoding and with partial adaptive normalization. As can be seen, 

the BER of the SISO decoder was improved by means of the 

partial adaptive normalization. 

 

Fig.3. BER versus Eb/N0 for a turbo decoder with partial adaptive 

normalization 

To observe the achievable empirical bounds, the simulations 

for several approaches discussed previously are performed and 

the conventional GENIE curve is also provided. 

The Fig.4 and Fig.5 illustrate the simulation results of the 

average iteration number and BER versus Eb/N0 for HDA, NSD, 

HLLR, CE, and the proposed criterion PCE with two combined 

thresholds, 10-3 for the selection of non-converged bits and 10-2 

for stopping the iterative decoding. As shown from Fig.4 the 

increasing order for the amount of saved iterations in low SNR 

conditions is: PCE>HAD>HLLR>CE>NSD. It is clear that the 

proposed criterion PCE exhibits an advantage over the other 

criteria in the low SNR region, that is the turbo decoder performs 

with very few iterations without significant loss of BER 

performance as can be seen in Fig.5. On the other hand, in most 

of the compared criteria the turbo decoder performs with maximal 

iterations in low SNR situations, which is considered as useless 

energy expenditure and an unnecessary delay, before requesting a 

retransmission. Except for the proposed method where it reduces 

considerably the required number of iterations. 

In the region of high SNR, Fig.4 shows the following ordering 

of the simulated criteria, from the most efficient to the less, in 

terms of the required number of iterations: 

HLLR>PCE>HDA>CE>NSD. As in low SNR region, the PCE 

criterion exhibits good results in comparison with the simulated 

criteria. It is to be noted that the difference of the required number 

of iterations, between the compared criteria in this region, is a 

fraction of the iteration, which can't be considered as an important 

advantage. 

Moreover in Fig.5, performances of the simulated criteria are 

close to each other, either in low or high SNR situations. 

Obviously, the computational load of the partial cross-entropy 

based stopping criterion is significantly lower than the 

computational complexity of the unnecessary extra iterations in a 

full iterative decoding. 

 

Fig.4. Comparison of the average number of iterations using 

various criteria as a function of Eb/N0 

 

Fig.5. BER performance for various criteria 

In the following simulations we consider a fixed Eb/N0 for all 

retransmissions, which is equal to the Eb/N0 value at the first 

transmission. 

The Fig.6 shows the Type-I HARQ scheme system throughput 

calculated by Eq.(18) for the proposed stopping criterion, using 

different threshold values of the NSD. It can be seen that the 

throughput is maintained acceptable as the SNR decreases to 

0.5dB which covers a wide range of the simulated interval and 

falls rapidly after this value (bad channel conditions). In the case 

of NSDTh = 0 the results are out of the accepted range because a 

perfect matching between the two extrinsic information of the 

constituent decoders is difficult, and the maximum number of 
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retransmissions is always reached even if the codeword is error-

free. 

By considering the benefit of early terminating a successful 

iterative decoding in less than the default required time, to start 

decoding a new received frame, within the remaining portion of 

that time, a cumulative time portions, especially in good channel 

conditions, results in an impressive increase of the overall system 

throughput. 

This is shown in Fig.7 by using Eq.(19) to take account of this 

property. As the SNR conditions are good, the HARQ system has 

the possibility to increase its throughput up to four times the 

nominal capacity. Even in very poor channel conditions the 

overall throughput is maintained more than half the nominal 

capacity. 

 

Fig.6. HARQ system’s throughput using PCE criterion with 

different retransmission thresholds according to Eq.(18) 

 

Fig.7. HARQ system’s throughput using PCE criterion with 

different retransmission thresholds according to Eq.(19) 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a new stopping criterion namely PCE is 

proposed, this is based on bit convergence identification of 

iterative decoding via cross-entropy, and the log-MAP algorithm 

improvement. At first, bits are classified in terms of convergence 

status after the initial complete iteration. Afterwards, partial 

adaptive correction and partial cross-entropy stopping rule are 

applied on the non-converged bits. 

The simulations show that the achieved average number of 

iterations of the proposed PCE criterion outperforms the other 

discussed criteria. It can stop in either high-SNR situation where 

the input information is highly reliable or in low-SNR situation 

where the decoder already has no ability to decode. Thus the 

overall complexity is reduced by decreasing the number of 

iterations, while the loss of BER performance is quite small and 

satisfies the system specification. The combined turbo decoding 

and Type-I HARQ allow the system to benefit from the reduced 

computational complexity and to improve the overall system 

throughput up to four times by an effective error detection and 

correction strategy. 

Note that, the proposed criterion is not limited to the log-MAP 

algorithm and therefore perspective includes the possibility of 

generalizing to other iterative decoding algorithms within this 

new framework. 
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